
 
“Reliable screw threads” is YAMAWA’s theme 

Origin of corporate name, "YA" "MA" "WA" 
Mr. Jokichi Watanabe, the founder of the company, decided to use shop name "YA" "MA" "WA", which he 

had   been using in his family business instead of using his personal name.  

And he gave to his company the name "YA" "MA" "WA" by employing lucky words and the same connota-

%on "YAMAWA" from ancient Japanese characters, MA&Y'(A&A.  

The meaning of YAMAWA is "(reater prosperity, More united".  

In this word, he put a wish "as the company becomes prosperous, the harmony among employees be-

comes more precious". 

 

90 �ear�� e�perience in t�rea�ing app�ica�on 
YAMAWA was founded in 1923. For more than 90 years, YAMAWA has been improving the quality of Taps 

and Dies in order to meet the customers' needs. 

'ur chief goal is to provide our customers with "Reliable screw threads" 

 

90% in �ou�e bui�t of a�� t�e grin�ing mac�ine�    
More than 90 % of the grinding machines are made by YAMAWA.  

This enables us to always maintain the highest accuracy of the grinding machines in order to con%nue to 

supply our customers in the world with the highest quality of taps. This leads to consistency of the taps' 

performance. 

 

100% #ua�it� in�pec�on    
Taps produce thousands of internal screw threads.  

'ne defec%ve tap could produce thousands of defec%ve 

parts. In order to prevent this from happening, YAMAWA 

does 100% 

5nal inspec%on for each single piece as well as intermediate 

inspec%on a6er each grinding process. 



Yonezawa Plant 

Fukushima Plant 

Aizu Plant 

 Tap�・・・Tools for making internal threads 

 Die�・・・Tools for making external threads 

 Center Dri���・・・Tools for making center holes 

 Centering Too��・・・Tools for centering and Chamfering 

All the products are manufactured in Yamawa’s domes%c 

factories to ensure a well controlled high quality. 

【【【【Main pro�uct�】】】】    

Spiral Fluted Taps 

Spiral Pointed Taps 

Hand Taps 

Roll Taps 
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